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BACKGROUND

• MSFD stipulates that the status of all marine waters in EU should be 
assessed, and by 2020 have achieved GES

• Coastal fish comprise an important segment of the marine 
environment in the Baltic Sea

• Coastal fish are local in their apperance and repsonse to
environmental change – we lack fisheries independent monitoring in 
several coastal areas

• All commercial fishermen are obliged to report their landings and 
efforts to EU

• Could commercial catch data be used for indicator based status 
assessments of coastal fish in Sweden?



COASTAL FISH MONITORING



OBJECTIVES

• What are the general patterns of the 
commercial coastal fishery in Sweden?

• What is the match between commercial catch
statistics and gill-net monitoring data?

• What is the match with respect to status 
assessments across the two sources of data?



THE DATA

• Data from gillnet-monitoring and commercial
catches

• Nine monitoring sites and catches from 
corresponding ICES rectangles (data since
1999/2002 to 2013)

• In eight sites Nordic multimesh gillnets, in two
sites Coastal survey nets, and in two sites net-
sets

• In three sites multiple gears (Holmön, Forsmark 
and Kvädöfjärden)

• Landings (kg) and CPUE (kg/net nights and net
lenght) from the commercial fishery. Only gill-
net catches considered

• CPUE (no/net and night) from monitoring



THE INDICATORS ASSESSED



THE ANALYSES

• General match between monitoring and 
commercial catch statitstics

- Overall correlations using all areas and rectangles
and years per indicator using z-transformed data

- Correlations within areas and rectangles per indicator

• Concordance of GES assessments
- Trend-based assessment, i.e. slope at p < 0.1
- Match of status (GES or subGES) across data sources

within areas and rectangles



GENERAL PATTERNS OF THE COMMERICIAL 
FISHERY IN SWEDEN

• The main coastal species are whitefish, perch and 
flounder

Target	species	 Perch	

Pike	

Pikeperch	

Salmon	

Turbot	

Plaice	

Whitefish	

Vendace	

Herring	

Flounder		

Cod		

Eel	

Target	coastal	species	 Perch	

Pike	

Pikeperch	

Salmon	

Turbot	

Plaice	

Whitefish	

Vendace	

Flounder		

Eel	

• Perch and whitefish of increasing importance in the Gulf 
of Bothnia

• Flounder and cod mainly in the south
• No trustful data on Cyprinids in Sweden – landings of

cyprinid species represents only a fraction of that of
piscivorous species



GENERAL PATTERNS OF THE COMMERICIAL 
FISHERY IN SWEDEN

Perch Pike

Pikeperch Flounder



OVERALL MATCH BETWEEN MONITORING AND CATCH 
DATA, PERCH (Nordic nets)

Landings CPUE

Poor match, R2 = 0.05 and 0.06 respectively

Equally poor for piscivores, R2 = 0.05 and 0.03 respectively



OVERALL MATCH BETWEEN MONITORING AND CATCH 
DATA, LARGE PERCH (Nordic nets)

Landings CPUE

Better match, R2 = 0.13 and 0.19 respectively

Poor for large piscivores, R2 = 0.05 and 0.07 respectively



MATCH BETWEEN MONITORING AND CATCH DATA, 
WITHIN AREAS AND RECTANGLES (Nordic nets)

Substantial variation across areas/rectangles (in some areas a 
negative correlation)

Best overall match for Large perch and CPUE (Mean R = 0.43)



DIFFRENCES IN MATCH BETWEEN 
GEAR TYPES (Three areas)

Best match in Nordic nets for Perch and Large perch

Best match for Coastal survey nets/net sets for piscivores

Large piscivores dependent on data type (landings or CPUE)

Coastal survey nets and net sets Nordic survey nets



CONCORDANCE OF STATUS ASSESSMENT,         
Perch and Large perch

For Nordic nets departing status in one of eight areas for Perch and CPUE, and in two
of eight areas for Large perch and CPUE. Poorer match with respect to landings

For coastal survey nets/net sets departing status in one of four (Perch) and none
(Large perch)



CONCORDANCE OF STATUS ASSESSMENT, 
Piscivores and Large Piscivores

For Nordic nets departing status in two of eight areas for Piscivores and CPUE, and in 
three of eight areas for Large piscivores and CPUE. Poorer match with respect to
landings. 

For coastal survey nets/net sets departing status in one of four (Piscivores) and none
(Large piscivores). Poorer match with respect to landings



SUMMARY
• The Swedish coastal fishery are mainly targeting perch, whitefish and 

flounder. Perch is the focal species in gill-net monitoring
• Cyprinids are caught in unrepresentatvely low quantities

• Generally poor overall match between indicators derived from the 
two sources of data. Best match for Large perch.

• Highly variable macth also when considering data from the same 
area/rectangle. Best match for Large perch.

• Nordic nets seems to exhibited a slightly better match than other
gears

• Overall good coherence in status assessments for at least Perch and 
Large perch and CPUE from commercial data

• Data quality highly are variable in the commercial fishery, especially
with respect to effort and landing location



CONCLUSIONS
• Both sources of data has their limitations and advantages – should be used as a 

compliment to each other?

• Commercial fishery:
• The commercial fishery is not conservative
• High mean age of fishermen in declining numbers - no long-term 

”monitoring” secured
• Generally weak relationship between catch and effeort – quality of the data?
• Focus on a few species of commercial value
• No information on size of the fish
• In Sweden low cathes, and the commercial fishery is likely a minor actor

compared to the recreational fishery

• Monitoring:
• Poor temporal resolution – mainly in August
• Poor spatial coverage in some regions
• A few target species – still more than in the commerical fishery
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